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Introduction
Tembang Sunda Cianjuran one of sundanese popular music genre that develop in Cianjur regency in the middle
of 18th Century, Initiated by Cianjur Regent R.A.A Kusumahningrat to preserve seni pantun and to remembrance
the great sunda Kingdom. According to Sukanda (2016) this performing art grow its popularity when the noble
man from Cianjur introduce cianjuran to all over West Java and becoming Sundanese pride and most important
performance. Nowadays, since Tembang Sunda Cianjuran belong to all sundanese people, it affected to their
ideolgy and identity. The lyrics not only tell how great Sunda Kingdom in the pass but also the how Sundanese
people behave.

On early development of Tembang Sunda Cianjuran only men allowed too perform. According to Sukanda (2016)
Women are allowed to performn in the mid 19th century pionereed by Rd Siti Sarah. Eversince women take an
important role in Tembang Sunda Cianjuran especially for performing the metric songs or panambih. In this
research I want to discuss how mother role represented in Tembang Sunda Cianjuran particularly in panambih
subcategory(Van Zanten, 2012). in Panambih as more popular subcategory a lot of composer making songs that
related to their personal experience including their experince with mothers



Literature Review
A number of scholars has put interest on Tembang Sunda
Cianjuran particularly on gender. Sean Williams (1998)
Discuss about constructing gender in Sundanese music,
her research is about men and women position in
performing art. Wim Van Zanten (2012) also discuss about
Social qualities of time and space created in performing
art of West Java.



Method

This study uses a descriptive method by interpreting the
phenomena that occur. This research examines how the
mothers is described through the lyrics of the Tembang
Sunda Cianjuran. The approach used in this research is the
representation proposed by Hall (1997) and Mothering which is
argued by Priyatna (2019) that can reveal the role of mothers
in Sundanese society.



Findings and Discussion*

There are four songs in the panambih subcategory or metric
song that show specific lyrics about mothers, it is Nimang
(Caressing Child) by Bakang Abubakar, Pupunden Ati
(Dearest child) by Ibu Saodah, Budak Ceurik (crying child)
and ayun ambing (holding a baby). Those lyrics describing
how Sundanese Mother are have a dominan role to caring,
loving and becoming important figure to raise their children.



L
Nimang (Caressing Child)

nelengnengkung nelengnengkung

Geura gede geura jangkung

Geura sakola sing luhung

Geura mikanyaah indung

Lunta ka tungtung cipandak

Dugi kana babantarna

Cintana indung ka anak 

Sesah milari pantarna

Ngalanglang tungtung cipandak 

Lepas ningal sagarana

Melangna indung ka anak

Langkung ti kasalirana. 

Nelengnengkung

Grow up soon

Go get high education soon

Keep on loving mom

Go to the end of the cipandak

Go to the basing

Mother's love for her children

It's hard to find a comparison

Wandering to the end of the cipandak

The sea is so wide

Mother's worries for children

More than to herself.



Nimang (careesing child) is most popular lullaby among
others. It composed by Bakang Abubakar in 1942 and
becoming important repetoire in tembang Sunda
cianjuran performance in the panambih subcategory.
Van Zanten (2012, pg. 135) Within tembang sunda
Cianjuran the metric songs show more female aspect
than rubato songs. Van Zanten (2012, pg. 136) The metric
songs in particular are dominated by women, who sings
about human relations and love.



Based on the lyrics, mother is described as caring for her
children from infancy to adulthood, providing education
and even paying attention to her child and marginalizing
herself as a person. According to Priyatna (2019)
mothering is a cultural construction which control
behaviours and roles must be carried out by mothers as
well those behaviour and roles viewed by the society.
Thats why in Sundanese society mothers are very
dominan in a domestic role to show the society that their
presence are for nurturing their children.



Conclusion
This study argues that the mother in Sundanese culture is shown
as a key figure in the domestic fields so that her role as
represented in tembang Sunda Cianjuran. Through tembang
Sunda Cianjuran lyrics show women who take a role as a mother
have an obligation to take care their children, to transfer affection
and love to their children without exception. However, mothers
have a dominant role to control and ’owned’ their children. This
study also found that mothers hoped that one day their children
will love them as well and make them happy in the future.
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